
Since its establishment in 1999, Pretoria-based D&D Roof 
Insulations has grown to become a trusted industry 
leader. Committed to stay current with market trends, 

changes and resulting divergent challenges, D&D Roof 
Insulations is well positioned to realize opportunities and 
deliver products that meet their clients’ specific needs as well 
as benefiting the final user. The company’s newest product 
offering, Starfibre™, is no exception.

STARFIBRE™ INSULATION 
Available in convenient, flexible rolls, Starfibre™ polyester 
ceiling insulation is made from recycled plastic bottles to 
provide a high-quality polyester fibre option that is light yet 
strong and resilient, safe, and very thermally efficient. 

• Ideal for thermal and acoustic applications (supplied as a 
plain blanket) 

• Suitable for use in roofs, ceilings and walls 
• Effective in commercial, industrial and residential buildings

• Fire rating of B/B2/2 achieved (tested according to SANS428 
as part of SANS10400)

• Very cost-effective   

EASY, SAFE INSTALLATION 
No protective clothing is needed when installing Starfibre™ 
insulation and the process is very easy. For example, in roof 
installations: Simply measure the distance between the roof 
trusses, accurately cut* the material for a custom fit, roll the 
blanket out between the trusses so that it lies flat on the ceiling 
(no gaps or compression), and cut required holes around the 
downlighters to allow for heat dissipation.   

Starfibre™ is available in various thicknesses, at a width of 
1,200mm. When laid directly over the ceiling, between trusses, 
you are assured of a snug fit.

*Note: Any cutting must be done in strict accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications. 
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Introducing 
Starfibre™ from 

D&D Roof Insulations 
D&D Roof Insulations has delivered again. The renowned thermal insulation 

specialist and supplier of a wide range of roof insulation materials for all 
industrial, commercial, retail and residential building structures brings to 

market Starfibre™, the newest addition to the D&D product range.   
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THE D&D PARTNERSHIP PROMISE
Backed by its impressive, accumulated years of experience, D&D 
Roof Insulations has proven itself to be a reliable partner that can 
provide clients with essential guidance on construction projects 
– from planning stage to final completion. 

Construction professionals can be assured of receiving relevant 
and appropriate thermal design and ventilation information as it 
pertains to their specific projects. The result is a satisfied 
developer, contractor, roofing sub-contractor and entire 
construction team – all completely confident that the best roof 
insulation has been applied in meeting the demands of that 
particular project. 

And the D&D team’s expertise does not stop there. They can 
also recommend suitable and complementary accessories across 
the insulation product range. When it comes to aesthetics, D&D 
Roof Insulations knows just how important clients can rate the 
attractiveness of the insulation installation as part of the overall 
construction project. As such, the team will apply their knowledge 
and insight to assist clients in selecting thermally-efficient roof 
insulation materials that also hold the required visual appeal. 

Providing details of approved roofing contractors is another way 
that D&D Roof Insulations upholds professionalism and delivers 
on its commitment to constantly raise the bar when it comes to 
client service. Appointing proven, trustworthy roofing 
contractors ensures that installations are carried out correctly 
from the outset, which in turn ensures all-round satisfaction with 
the work done.

INDUSTRY AFFILIATIONS
D&D Roof Insulations is recognized throughout the industry as a 
thermal insulation specialist and proud to be a member of the 
Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA).

Moreover, D&D Roof Insulations is particularly proud of its 
founding affiliation with the Thermal Insulation Products and 
Systems Association of South Africa (TIPSASA), which specifically 
focuses on the thermal insulation industry as it relates to energy-
efficient systems and products. TIPSASA’s vision, underpinned by 
energy-focused innovation, is well aligned with D&D Roofing 
Insulations’ aim to achieve product evolution that better suits its 
clients’ markets. 

Over and above the D&D in-house products such as Starlite®, 
Starfibre™, Alucushion® and Insultrak™, D&D Roof Insulations is 
also proud to be associated with the following industry-leading 
brands and products: Lambdaboard™, Factoryboard, 
Thermocoustex™, Gypsum, Isoboard, Isolite, Factorylite, 
Masterliner, Energylite, Aerolite, Soundlite, Comfilite, Ductwrap, 
Sonic Liner, Ductboard, Cavitybatt, Sisalation® and Spunsulation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

D&D Roof Insulations
(t) 012 800 3606
(e) info@roofinsulation.co.za
(w) www.roofinsulation.co.za
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D&D ROOF INSULATIONS – 
LEADERS IN THERMAL EFFICIENCY 

• More than 16 years’ experience and technical 
expertise 

• Very broad offering, products used nationally and 
into Africa  

• Trusted to deliver custom solutions for custom 
requirements

• Superior service
• Competitive pricing
• Member of the GBCSA
• Member of TIPSASA 


